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Zebrafish at 3 days old are exposed to chemicals . After 4 days  their 
RNA is isolated and  estrogenic activity is quantified by a fluorescent 
biomarker gene (VTG). Zebrafish do display CYP450 activity.	


Zebrafish RT-QPCR Fluorescence Assay	
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Modified  yeast (BLYES/BYLR) with the human estrogen receptor are 
exposed to chemicals. Estrogenic activity is monitored by the level of 
luminescence of a reporter gene. Yeast do not display CYP450 activity.	


Top  Ranked  compounds  from  the  virtual 
screening are experimentally tested.	


By  testing  in  both  a  P450  and  P450-free 
system,  we  attempt  to  identify  compounds 
that can be estrogenic endocrine disruptors in 
both their primary or metabolized forms.	


The goal of this project is to develop a virtual and experimental platform for the high-throughput identification of these compounds. 
In the past, endocrine disruptors have been difficult  to discover and  manage,  for  two  main  reasons: 

Introduction	


Virtual and Experimental Methods	


Results and Conclusions	


To address these two issues, we propose the following model.  

First, chemical binding activity is evaluated by using high-performance computing to perform virtual-binding simulations on 
large quantities of chemical structures. Simulated binding is done with not only the estrogen receptor target (where 
endocrine disruptors bind) but also cytochrome P450 enzymes that are known to modify chemicals before they bind to the 
estrogen receptor (addressing Issue 2). The virtual methods will quickly rank chemicals for likely disruptor activity in either 
their original or P450-modified forms, allowing us to then prioritize these chemicals for validation in traditional in vitro or cell-
based assays (addressing issue 1). 

Issue 1. Vast varieties of chemicals need to be tested 
as disruptors, but traditional experiments are slow 
and costly. 

Issue 2. Many chemicals are not even considered to be 
disruptors until after they are structurally changed from within 
an organism to a secondary form. 

Endocrine disruptors are a class of chemicals that can alter the normal activity of hormones in plants and animals. They are found in  
manufactured products such as plastics, metal containers, pesticides, cosmetics, and medicines —but they also exist widely in 
natural forms. They  can either cause or suppress a range of developmental, neuronal, and immune diseases. This is why 
pharmaceutical, environmental, and health organizations are so concerned with identifying, regulating, and  using these substances. 

Rational	


Virtual screening is currently being validated with the NCTRER database (contains 232 chemicals) 
and  DUD  database  (contains  2637  chemicals).  Both  of  these  databases  contain  experimentally 
determined endocrine disruptors or decoys that allow for the comparative testing and building of this 
new model.  We are also currently comparing the results from the 232 chemicals in the NCTRER 
database with our Yeast Assay. To date we have tested 84 compounds in the Yeast Assay, mostly of 
high estrogenic  activity.  We have also tested 2 compounds (breast  cancer  drugs)  in  the Zebrafish 
Assay. These two compounds are Tamoxifen(TAM) and 4-Hydroxy-Tamoxifen(4-OH-TAM). 	

Key Observations: 	

1.  Our virtual screening method considerably reduces the experimental burden by ranking the most 

likely disruptors. The charts to the left and right show how only fractions of a given database 
need to be tested in order to detect most endocrine disruptors.	


2.  Our virtual screening ranks TAM binding well in the CYPP450 and Estrogen Receptor. It also 
detects that 4-OH TAM (the product of TAM after binding to P450) binds even better in the 
estrogen receptor than TAM. This matches their known  experimental characteristics.	


3.  In Yeast, 4-OH-TAM is very estrogenic and TAM is only weakly estrogenic, but in zebrafish, 
TAM appears very estrogenic. This is most likely due to its conversion to the more potent 4-OH-
TAM form when in the presence of modifying P450 enzymes. It is well known that CYP3A4 and 
CYP2D6 modify TAM to 4-OH-TAM. 	


Future Goals:	

Virtually screen larger databases(>100,000 chemicals) and attempt to detect novel endocrine disruptors 
with  this  model.  In  this  way  new  chemicals  may  be  quickly  found  that  are  of  medicinal  or 
environmental importance.	


Zebrafish Assay	

Compounds  that  dock  and  score  better  in  their 
modified form are verified in this zebrafish assay. 
This  assay  detects  estrogenic  activity  in  the 
presence of hydroxylating CYP450 enzymes.	


Yeast Assay	

Compounds that virtually bind and rank well in 
their non hydroxylated forms are verified by this 
yeast assay. This assay detects binding to only the 
estrogen receptor protein (no CYP450).	


Compounds with already known activities are sent through our virtual 
screening process. If we did not already know their actual activities the  
model would prioritize the compounds for us and enrich our chances of 
experimentally identifying an endocrine disruptor.	


Compounds with already known activities are sent through our virtual 
screening process. If we did not already know their actual activities the  
model would prioritize the compounds for us and enrich our chances of 
experimentally identifying an endocrine disruptor.	



